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Abstract
Web count statistics gathered from search engines have been widely used as a resource in a variety of NLP tasks. For some tasks,
however, the information they exploit is not fine-grained enough. We propose an inverted index over grammatical relations as a fast
and reliable resource to access more general and also more detailed frequency information. To build the index, we use a dependency
parser to parse a large corpus. We extract binary dependency relations, such ashe-subj-say (he is the subject ofsay) as index terms and
construct the index using publicly available open-source indexing software. The unit we index over is the sentence. The index can be
used to extract grammatical relations and frequency counts for these relations. The framework also provides the possibility to search for
partial dependencies (say, the frequency ofhe occurring in subject position), words, strings and a combination of these. One possible
application is the disambiguation of syntactic structures.

1. Introduction
Word count statistics retrieved from the world wide web
have become a widely-used resource in a variety of NLP
tasks, such as candidate selection for machine translation
(Lapata and Keller, 2005), spelling correction (Lapata and
Keller, 2004), and resolving attachment ambiguities (Volk,
2001). Sometimes, as in (Volk, 2001), raw word counts are
found to be insufficient, because further linguistic informa-
tion of some sort is paramount to increase performance.
In the case of PP-attachment for German, for instance, mor-
phological information increases the performance of the
system. The reason is that a more general linguistic rep-
resentation than just co-occurrence of two word forms is
required for this task. To disambiguate the PP attachment
in the sentence

(1) The boy eats the cake with the spoon.

it is preferable to not only count occurrences ofeats and
with the spoon but also occurrences ofeat and with the
spoon. This is even more significant for languages with
a richer inflectional morphology than English.
While being extremely useful, such extensions require fur-
ther processing and further queries to the www and can thus
become a problem for computational efficiency, especially
when used as a component in an NLP system.
Other NLP applications like anaphora resolution require
structural information, such as typical arguments for a verb.
In languages with grammatical gender like German refer-
ring expression such aser (he) can refer to all entities with
the corresponding gender. In the example below, it can re-
fer to death, owner, Volkswagen, andSunday.

(2) Nach dem [Tod] des [Besitzers] des [VW] am
[Sonntag], ist klar, dasser erdrosselt wurde.

(3) Lit: After the [death] of-the [owner] of-the [Volk-
swagen] on [Sunday], it is clear, thathe strangled
was.

We cannot use surface string statistics from a search engine
to resolve the anaphorer. For example, searching forBe-
sitzer wurde erdrosselt (”owner was strangled”) is problem-
atic because another potential referent might appear next to
the relevant verb. More generally, the actual referent need
not appear near the verb at all:

(4) Der(The) Besitzer(owner) der(of-the-plural)
Volkswagen(Volkswagen) wurde(was) er-
drosselt(strangled).

(5) Der(The) M̈order(murderer) er-
drosselte(strangeled) am(on) Sonntag(Sunday)
den(the) Besitzer(owner).

In both 4 and 5 the referent (the owner) is not adjacent to
was. In 4, Volkswagen is adjacent towas strangled. A
search for surface strings might suggest thatVolkswagen is
a potential object ofstrangle in this case. To obtain a reli-
able answer, it is therefore necessary to parse the returned
sentences and extract the actual object of the verb. This
point is even more applicable to languages that do not have
a fixed word order.
Post-processing of search engine results can become a
problem for computational efficiency, for example if used
in real-time applications like dialogue-systems. (Kilgarriff,
2007) argues against the use of search engines for compu-
tational linguistic research using similar arguments.
In this paper, we propose an inverted index over grammat-
ical dependencies as an alternative to using the index of a
web search engine. A dependency-index has the following
advantages compared to a www search engine:

1. Greater linguistic generalization that makes possible
the exact estimation of frequencies needed for many
tasks. We can count, for instance, whether a nounx
occurs as an object of a verby even if the verb fre-
quently occurs in the passive.
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2. Fast accessibility of detailed linguistic knowledge.
Not only are we able to count whether a noun occurs
near a verb, but whether it actually occurs in the gram-
matical relation we are interested in. To achieve this
with a www search engine, we would need a time-
consuming online post-processing of our search re-
sults.

3. Greater reliability of the frequency counts. As is well
known counts returned by search engines are unreli-
able (Kilgarriff, 2007) and we have to cope with limi-
tations such as an upper limit on the number of queries
a single machine is allowed to issue per day etc.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the resources we used to build our depen-
dency index. Section 3 describes its functionality includ-
ing the types of queries that are possible. Section 4 dis-
cusses possible applications, Section 5 describes related
work, Section 6 discusses the limitations of the approach,
and Section 7 concludes.

2. Resources for Building a Dependency
Index

2.1. Corpus

As a corpus we used 80,000,000 words of the Reuters
RCV1 corpus (Lewis et al., 2004). It contains newswire
text, and about 3,820,057 relations likeobj(ect) and
subj(ect). The triple “dog obj chase” or “cat subj chase” are
examples of the relations obj and sub. The last two weeks
of the Reuters corpus were set apart for future experiments.

2.2. Retrieving Dependencies – Minipar

To be able to index over grammatical dependencies, we an-
notated the corpus using Minipar (Lin, 1998). Minipar is
a free partial dependency parser that outputs a dependency
structure as shown in Figure 1.

(
E0 (() fin C * )
1 (The The Det 2 det (gov cat))
2 (cat cat N 3 s (gov chase))
3 (chases chase V E0 i (gov fin))
E2 (() cat N 3 subj (gov chase)

(antecedent 2))
4 (the the Det 5 det (gov dog))
5 (dog dog N 3 obj (gov chase))
6 (. . U * punc)
)

Figure 1: Minipar’s (Lin, 1998) parse for the sentence “the
cat chases the dog”. The information thatcat is the subject
of chase can be extracted from line E2, and the information
thatdog is the object ofchase from line 5.

2.3. Storing dependencies – Lucene Index

Given the syntactic analysis in Figure 1, we extract lem-
mata, such asdog, cat, binary dependency relations, such as
cat-subj-chase and also partial dependency relations, such

ascat-subj, which can be used to indicate the frequency of
a lemma occurring with a specific function in a relation.
These are used as index terms for a sentence. We can then
retrieve all sentences that contain a lemma used with a par-
ticular function, or just the count of all those sentences. For
example, we can retrieve the sentences that containcat in
the function of the subject (cf. Section 3.).
The terms are then stored in an inverted index (Witten et
al., 1999) using Lucene (Lucene, 2006). The unit we in-
dex over is the sentence. Lucene allows a variable number
of fields. Figure 2 shows an index containing three fields.
One field stores the dependencies, one the surface string,
and one field the number of the sentence. Note that for rea-
sons of space efficiency, we omitted certain dependencies.
For example we didn’t index the surface subject s. Mini-
par’s parse of the sentenceThe dog is chased by the cat
contains the relationsdog-s-be (dog is the surface subject
of be) as well asdog-obj-chase (dog is the object ofchase).
The object relationship is useful for many tasks whereas the
surface-subject relationship is arguably not usable in most
NLP applications. Other dependencies can be omitted from
the index to save space.
Also, we may not want to store the sentence itself (field
3 in 2) in cases where there is no need to do the type of
phrase search that search engines support. It can, however,
be useful to be able to combine surface string searches with
grammatical relation searches.

2.4. Storage Requirements and Performance

The actual size of the index strongly depends on which de-
pendency relations are actually indexed. In the applications
described in (Atterer and Schütze, 2006b) and (Atterer and
Scḧutze, 2006a) we used indexes from around 3G up to 18G
for the Reuters data described above. These did not include
fields with pure string data. The access time per query was
in between approx. 3.8 and 4.8 seconds depending on the
complexitiy of the queries and index entries.

3. Functionality
The design of the index as shown in Figure 2 enables us to
perform queries of the following types:

• Queries for lemmas such ascat. We can access all
sentences (both in their surface form and their parsed
form) containing any morphological form of the base-
form cat, and we can retrieve the exact number of such
sentences.

• Grammatical relations such ascat is the subject of
chase using a query likecat-subj-chase. Again we
can access the sentences in the various forms stored
as well as frequency counts.

• Partial dependencies such asobj-dog. Thus, we can
count, how oftendog occurs as the object of a verb.

• Approximations of complex dependency structures
such as: Iscat the subject ofchase anddog the object
of chase in a sentence? We implement this by issuing
queries containing boolean operators:cat-subj-chase
&& chase-obj-dog .
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the<det<cat the the<det det<the
cat<subj<chase cat cat<subj subj<chase
the<det<dog the the<det det<dog
dog<obj<chase dog dog<obj obj<chase

file1, sentence1

Field 1 Field 2

file1, sentence2

Field 3

The cat chases the dog.

1 (The The Det 2 det (gov cat))

E0 (() fin C * )

(

...

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of fields in the Lucene index, showing how dependencies can be used as search terms.

• When a third field as in Figure 2 is used, we can also
query for substrings of the surface representation of
the sentence, such ascat chases.

• Finally relating information of several fields is pos-
sible, too, such as querying forcat chases in combi-
nation with cat-sub-chase. This is of interest, when
dependency information in combination with textual
order is necessary. Processing French, for instance,
one might be interested in dependency structures con-
tainingune ancienne loi (an old/obsolete law, not valid
any more) orune loi ancienne (an old law, which has
been valid for many years). The relevant dependency
structure can be found in conjunction with the textual
order in such cases.

All of these queries run much more efficiently on the depen-
dency index than on a regular bags-of-word inverted index
since no postprocessing of the sentences is necessary.

4. Applications
There are a number of potential applications for in-
dexes over dependency relations. We have used the in-
dex for the tasks of relative clause (RC) attachment and
prepositional phrase (PP) attachment (Atterer and Schütze,
2006b),(Atterer and Schütze, 2006a). Given the sentence

(6) The cat in London that chases the dog ...

and a corpus containing the two example sentences dis-
cussed above (The dog chases the cat andThe dog is chased
by the cat) we will find evidence forcat being the subject of
chase anddog being the object ofchase (2 sentences that
contain both dependencies, as we generalize over passive
and active use). But we will not find evidence forLondon

being the subject ofchase. Thus, we would be able to de-
termine the correct attachment of the relative clause.
Considering Examples 7 and 8

(7) The house in London that Jack builds....

(8) The house in London that consists of....

an application searching the web forhouse NEAR builds
cannot achieve results as good as one querying forhouse as
the object ofbuild.
In (Atterer and Scḧutze, 2006a), we showed that the at-
tachment accuracy for relative clauses can be increased
from 55.3% to 60.9% forthat-relatives and from 73.1% to
78.4.% forwhich-relatives. The indexing framework pre-
sented in detail now, was a major component of this system.

5. Related Work
(Miyao et al., 2006) and (Ohta et al., 2006) use an
HPSG parser to annotate bio-medical texts with predicate-
argument structure. The sentences are stored in a struc-
tured database as opposed to an inverted index. The fo-
cus is on the bio-medical domain, i.e. relations of genes
and proteins. The approach also allows for highly struc-
tured queries, and thus needs a more complicated indexing
and search strategy. In contrast, our approach uses simple
reformatting of text and off-the-shelf indexing technology
that is mostly free and easily available. Our approach is
thus an ideal alternative to using the web for researchers in
linguistics and computational linguistics.
Alternative tools for searching for grammatical relations
and structure in corpora are the sketch engine (Kilgarriff,
2007) and the linguist’s search engine (Resnik and Elkiss,
2003). The sketch engine supports searching corpora for
the grammatical behavior of words. It is possible to list
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a word’s objects together with frequencies, to search for
words that behave similarly, and to show concordances.
However, it is not possible to easily search for complex de-
pendency structures and to do a combined search on gram-
matical structure and surface strings.
The linguist’s search engine (Resnik and Elkiss, 2003) sup-
ports searching for arbitrary syntactic structures. Its main
purpose is to help the “ordinary working linguist without
considerable computer skills” to find examples of certain
syntactic constructions. It is thus more complex than the
relatively simple indexing procedure we present here, and
has more overhead for the simpler queries we discuss in this
paper.
The approach by (Bilotti et al., 2007) is most similar to the
work we present here. The authors index a semantically
parsed corpus and show that structured retrieval using this
index can improve a Question Answering system. How-
ever, their main interest is weighted retrieval and they do
not provide a simple way of querying for and counting de-
pendencies.

6. Discussion
One of the limitations of the approach is that we can only
approximate queries for complex dependency structures.
We can retrieve the number of sentences wherecat is the
subject ofchase anddog is the object ofchase, but we can-
not be sure that this query refers to the dependency structure
in Figure 6., where the cat and the dog are part of the same
event as opposed to two separate events of a chasing cat and
a dog being chased:

chase

cat dog

subj obj

Figure 3: Complex dependency structure with more than
one dependency relation.

For example, the following sentence would also be re-
trieved by the query “cat subj chase AND dog obj chase”:

(9) The cat chases the mouse, and Peter chases the dog.

7. Conclusion
We have proposed an inverted index data structure for de-
pendency relations. It can be used as a fast, efficient and
reliable NLP component. We have shown that it provides
detailed linguistic information that cannot be obtained from
web counts.
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